
The Top 5 Art Exhibitions to see in London this week
Art critic Tabish Khan brings you the top art exhibitions to visit this week. Each one comes with a concise review to help you

decide whether it’s for you. All exhibitions before the end of the year:

Arte Programmata – Italian Kinetic Art from the 1960s @ M&L Fine Art

Fantastic pieces of kinetic art, all available to touch and operate – the way kinetic art should be. Until 20 December. Until 20 December. 

New East Photo Prize Exhibition @ Calvert 22

Mining, snowstorms and domesticity. A wide range of subjects on display, all beautifully composed. Until 18 December. Until 18 December. 
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Juliette Mahieux Bartoli @ Kristin Hjellegjerde

Contemporary painting meets tradition in these fractured paintings of women. But their divergence references the unity of

Europe which feels much more fragile post-Brexit. Until 21 December.Until 21 December.

The Mobility of Facts @ Bloomberg Space

A visually creative group show. The stand out work is the vibrating olive tree by Siobhan Hapaska, both humorous and

destructive as the tree shed its leaves over time. Until 30 December. Until 30 December. 
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Willem Weismann @ Zabludowicz Collection

A dinosaur skull, a street scene and a store room all feature in the densely layered paintings by Weismann. Until 18Until 18

December. December. 

This entry was posted in Art Reviews., The Top 5 Art Exhibitions to see this week and tagged arte programmata, Bloomberg

SPACE, Calvert 22, Juliette Mahieux-Bartoli, kinetic art, Kristin Hjellegjerde, M&L fine art, new east photo prize, Painting,

Photography, the mobility of facts, Willem Weismann, Zabludowicz Collection. Bookmark the permalink.

� WALDORF PROJECT: FUTURO

Lazarides launch Banksy Print Gallery in time for Christmas �

About Tabish Khan

Art Critic for both FAD and Londonist. See as many exhibitions as possible and write reviews, opinion pieces and a

weekly top 5 for FAD.

FOLLOW FAD
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The Top 5 Art Exhibitions to see in London over the Christmas season

Immersive exhibition to celebrate 25 years of UNKLE

FOLLOW FAD
Twitter  |  Instagram  |  Facebook

FAD DAILY

Want brilliant, exciting and interesting art and culture news in your inbox every day? Course you do. Sign up to our

newsletter below.
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Young artist to watch… Celia Hempton

Anna Laudel to open new huge five-story gallery space in Istanbul.

Marc Quinn to exhibit at Sir John Soane’s Museum

‘One Evening in London’: Paul’s ART STUFF ON A TRAIN #194
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Whitechapel Art Gallery
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A second coat: why painting is the comeback art of the 21st century

The Top 5 Art Exhibitions to see in London this week

Young Artist to Watch Willem Weismann
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